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These are just guidelines, feel free to paint/decorate however you choose.
For smaller pieces, place a strip of tape sticky side up on your table, place the smaller piece on it, this will hold
them down while you paint. 
Some areas may require 2-3 coats, let dry completely before applying additional coats. After painting, some
pieces may have tiny fibers that swell and cause a rough texture, use a fine grit sand paper and very lightly sand
smooth.

Tips:

Paint the window brown or black, and let dry.
Color the window in a few spots with the white crayon, think about where you want the distressing to
be.
Paint the window white, and let dry. Use an old gift card and gently scrape away the white paint where
you applied the crayon. Use the small makeup brush to clean up any paint on the window edges by
painting black.
On the short edge of your sheet of fabric, cut a snip 1-inch from the end, then rip it the rest of the way.
This will create a straight "cut" and give you a fun ragged strip of fabric. You need 30-35 strips to get a
full flower, you will have extra fabric so mix and match however you would like. Take a strip and fold it
in half, take the loop and wrap it around the ring, then insert the tails into the loop and gently pull to
create a knot. Continue adding the flower petals in any pattern of fabric you want. Afterward, trim the
tails to the desired length. You can trim with a straight cut or cut each piece of fabric with a rounded
edge to resemble more of a petal shape. Cut 24" of jute and add it in the ring as well to hang on the
window.
Paint the wood circle brown, and let dry. Then add black dots using the back of the makeup brush, and
let dry. Once dry you can glue it on the back of the flower or the front with the all-purpose glue. 
Use the pop dot double-sided adhesive stickers or glue to adhere the metal word to the bottom of the
window.
Use the last bit of jute to add a hanger for the window if desired. 

 Instructions:

We love seeing your crafty time, process, and creations!! Share your story with us!!

Ribbon Sunflower Sign
Masking Tape
Scissors
Old gift card
Ruler
Baby Wipes or Damp
Rag/Paper Towel
Water rinse cup
Table Cloth
Rag/Paper towels

What you need:Your kit contains:
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Enjoy!!

9" x 14" Window Frame
3" Ring
3" Circle
7 pieces of Fabric & 36" Jute 
3 Paint Pots, Black Sponge Brush,
Makeup brush, & Paint Tray
All Purpose Glue & Sanding Block
White Crayon
Metal Words, Pop Dots stickers


